Solutions for Packaging Applications
PowerTwist Move Conveyor Belting is easily made to length by hand without welding and rolls right on existing equipment. Quickly and permanently replace endless polyurethane and rubber belts on packaging lines.

**Easy, Fast Installation with No Welding Required**
- Make to length by hand, without tools
- No curing time, just twist and go!

**Longer Belt Life**
- Extremely high strength with high resistance to abrasion
- Unaffected by extreme temperatures -40°F to +240°F (-40°C to +115°C), water, steam, oil, grease and common industrial solvents

**Simple Inventory Management**
- Less money tied up in spare belting and no belt waste
- Available in V and round profiles

---

**PowerTwist Move Specialty Belting**

PowerTwist Move Specialty Conveyor Belts provide value-added features that are perfect for conveying applications that require extra grip.

- **PowerTwist Move SuperGrip Top** incorporates a high-grip top surface for superior conveying capabilities in slippery environments or lines with steep inclines. Available in PVC for soft ultra-grip, and PU for tough abrasive applications

- **PowerTwist Move Friction Top** has a top layer of 85A polyurethane incorporated into each link, which offers a higher coefficient of friction for added conveying grip

---

**Trackstar™ UHMW Belt Guides**

Long-wearing V and round belt guide fights friction and reduces costs on your packaging lines.

- Produced using only the highest quality UHMW-PE material to ensure minimum friction and maximum wear resistance
- Two-piece guide and channel design simplifies installation and facilitates future replacement of UHMW inserts, while allowing for thermal expansion
Trantorque® Keyless Bushings

Dry, wet, dusty, dirty, clean... our keyless bushings can handle every custom packaging environment!

• Ideal for mounting servo motors, timing pulleys, belt and chain sprockets, gears, cams, and more in precision packaging applications
• Compact, light-weight design with minimized ID/OD relationship for mounting smaller components in confined space
• A single locking nut for easy on/off installation and minimized downtime
• Precise axial and radial positioning for mounting critical drive components
• Resists shock and torque reversals eliminating key wallow and fretting corrosion
• Can be mounted directly over existing keyed shafts

T-Max® Belt & Chain Tensioners®

Take the slack out of your packaging lines... Automatically!

• Increase efficiency by achieving optimum drive performance — extending the life of drive components
• Reduce belt and chain whip on long center drives and ensure drive components do not snag obstructions
• Reduce resonant frequency of chain drives
• Reduce system downtime due to periodic retensioning

PowerMax™ Idler Pulleys

Designed for strength and durability for packaging facilities.

• Molded of high-strength glass-reinforced nylon for high temperature and abrasion resistance
• Corrosion resistant — perfect for washdown applications (stainless steel bearings are available in many sizes for severe applications)
• Precision sealed bearings are greased for life — never need relubrication
From printing, gluing, folding, assembly and shrink wrap processes to conveying, Eagle Belting from Fenner Drives delivers!

- Comprehensive range of high quality non-reinforced and reinforced belting in round and V profiles. Also available with special top surfaces
- Wide range of food safe belting including metal detectable, FDA and EC compliant products
- Eagle Can Cable provides a light-weight, high strength alternative to nylon coated steel cable on canning lines

Eagle Freestyle® Cordless Welder
Belt welding in the palm of your hand! You have the freedom to obtain a high quality weld wherever you need a fix, regardless of electricity availability.

Eagle SureConnect™
Eagle SureConnect is a patent pending connector and polyurethane belting system that is made to length simply by twisting the threaded connector into the matching belt.

- **Performance you can count on** – Unlike welding, Eagle SureConnect provides a strong, consistent, sure connection every time
- **Simple Installation – Every Time** – Welding requires training and practice to master; Eagle SureConnect eliminates welding and is made endless in minutes
- **Drop-in Replacement** – The performance of Eagle SureConnect allows it to be a drop-in replacement for an equivalent welded belt, making it perfect for most conveying applications
- Available in Green 89 Textured and Orange 89 Smooth